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Why use a DI box

The main reason for using a DI box is to match the low level, high impedance signals
from an instrument (guitar) pick-up to the low impedance inputs on equipment such
as those found on the majority of mixing consoles. Any loading on the instruments
pick-up due to mis-match, will affect both the tonal quality and signal level.

A DI also provides line balancing to drive long cable lengths without signal
degradation.

The DiP/DiX Active Direct Inject box provides -

• Balanced and unbalanced outputs
• Link output
• Input switching for instrument or speaker input levels
• Ground lift switching

Using the DIP/DiX

Clean guitar feed

Plug the instrument into the Input and the instrument amplifier input into the Link jack.
A clean feed ie. pre EQ, effects and amplifier can be taken from the Balanced or
Unbalanced outputs of the DiP/DiX. The Balanced output should be used where long
cables are used and/or the signal is being fed to a mixing console's microphone input.

Speaker feed

Plug the speaker output of the instrument amplifier into the Input ie. in parallel with
the loudspeaker. Now instrument feed from the Balanced or Unbalanced outputs of
the DiP/DiX includes all EQ, effects and amplifier distortion. The Balanced output
should be used where long cables are used and/or the signal is being fed to a mixing
console's microphone input.

NB: The PAD switch should be in the PAD position for this application.
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Connections

DiP Front and Rear panels

Input
This socket is used to directly connect a pick-up instrument or the output of an
instrument amplifier. For direct connection the PAD switch should be in the NORMAL
position or for amplifier connection in the PAD position.
The unit may be used to balance an unbalanced signal by connecting the line to the
Input socket with the PAD switch in the NORMAL position.

Link
This socket provides an output at instrument level for simultaneous connection to a
guitar amplifier. The PAD switch should be in the NORMAL position.

Balanced Output
This XLR provides a low impedance balanced signal suitable for connection to mixing
console microphone inputs.
The balanced output should be used for long cable runs where it provides
interference rejection.

DiX Front panel

Controls

NORMAL/PAD  switch
The NORMAL position should be used with instrument pickups and the PAD position
should be used when connecting to the speaker output of an instrument amplifier.

Gnd/Lift switch

In the LIFT position this switch is used to prevent ground loop hum and to prevent
the possibility of DC voltages appearing at the console's inputs
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DIP and Dix specifications

Frequency response
20Hz to 20kHz +0, -2dB

Distortion
1kHz, 0dB switch position <0.1%

Input Impedance
50kOm NORMAL position
10kOm PAD position

Output impedance
200R balanced

Output load (recommended)
>200Om

Pin assignment
Balanced output Pin 1: Gnd, Pin 2: Hot (signal +)

and Pin 3: Cold (signal -)

Manufactured by LA Audio (a division of SCV Electronics Ltd.), 6-24 Southgate
Road, London, N1 3JJ, UK.

Tel: +44 (0)171 923 7447.

LA Audio reserves the right to alter the design specifications of its products without
prior notice. E&OE. Copyright LA Audio 1998.


